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F1 - Formula One for Connoisseurs KERAMAG Bathroom Suite

Porsche Design company has developed a dynamic, funcional and comfortable bathroom. This
new language of expression has created an interior completely different from the never known
before.

(PRWEB) April 15, 2005 -- Developed to small details the KERAMAG F1 program has been prepared to fill
the expectations and wishes of the most demanding customers, who pay attention to an original pattern-
designing and a possibility of not ordinary bathroom arrangement. Designed with subtlety elements of
bathroom equipment create wide possibilities of luxurious interior arrangement. The pure forms of F1 ceramics,
furniture and bathtub, in combination with properly selected finishing materials will facilitate the feeling of
calm, tranquility and relax.

The ceramics elements are big bowl shaped, which in combination with water reminds a cup shaped fountains,
and water flowing from a carefully selected armature takes the symbolic meaning. The sloped edges of basins,
bidets and WCs have an unusual dynamics, and entourage using and enjoying the pure form. The inner surfaces
of basins and bidets are not disturbed by overflow holes Â� all products have the Clou system.

The bathroom series include basins of 60, 65 and 75 cm wide. The 60 cm diameter basin mounted on wooden
pedestal has been designed as the free standing element. It makes the basin reachable from all sides and allows
to install it in any place. The wall-hanging basins can be combined with pedestal or half-pedestal, and also with
under basin cabinet. The 65 cm width basin is designed to combine it with wall monoblock tap. The Â�F1Â�
series of ceramics products is supplemented by two WCs Â� compact WC and wall-hanging WC and two
bidets Â� floor-standing and wall-hanging ones. Exclusive interior decorations complements the corresponding
with the rest of equipment acrylate bathtub, which is mounted on a natural wood pedestal. The bathtub can be
placed in the middle of the bathroom, to enjoy the surrounding space during the bath.

The F1 program includes the furniture too, in which there is plenty of space for cosmetics and toilet utensils.
The oval line refers to basins shapes, and light oak creates a mild connection with alpine snow whiteness of
ceramics. The furniture suite not only includes under basin cabinets. The tall cabinet has the mat bend glass
door and interior lighting, and the bottom cabinets have a practical ceramic top. Innovatory form of ceramic
shelves, which can be mounted one above other or side by side in any quantity, gives the bathroom an
individual character.

The F1 is the first series of bathroom ceramics KERAMAG, which is mass-produced with the new generation
glaze - KeraTect. The glaze prevents the sedimentation of dirt, and makes calcareous and mineral sediment easy
to remove. It is referred to so called passive cleanness.

The supplement to the pure form of F1 bathroom are: Grohe bathroom armature and accessories, also designed
by Porsche Design company.
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Contact Information
Zbigniew Gonsior
Sanitec KOLO sp. z o.o.
http://www.f1.sanitec-kolo.com
+48505199131

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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